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Miata engine swap or turbo

Due to the EU Global Data Protection Regulations, our website is not currently available to visitors from most European countries. We apologize for this difficulty and encourage you to visit www.motortrend.com for the latest on new trains, train reviews &amp; news, concept trains and coverage of auto shows, awards and more. CCP Fabrication is a company
in Port Richey, Florida producing composite body panels for Mazda and Porsche vehicles. Since two years ago the company ... Read More » Miata with a LGX V6 Mazda MX-5 was built by KMS Engine in Henryków-Urocze, Poland. Under hud sits a turbocharged 1.3 L 13B bridgeport rotary producing 517 horsepower... Read More » Mazda MX-5 with Leichty
Turbo 13B Aaron builds this Mazda Miata at his company's Formula Victory in Louisville, Kentucky. This chariot is powered by 480 horsepower LS3 V8... Read More » Mazda Miata with LS3 V8 Page 2 Page 3 This 1991 Miata SE comes from a refinery with an automatic transmission of 1.6 L inline four and four speeds. However the owner decided to go in...
Read More » Miata with a Turbo 13B KMiata recently debuted their K24Z3 swap kit for the Mazda Miata. The company already offers kits for K20A and K24A ... Read More » K24Z3 Swap Kit for Miata Page 4 Page 5 Page 6 Page 7 Page 8 Root Motorsports melelong Dennis Köhler This is a professional drifter in Germany who is competing in this first
generation (NA) Mazda MX-5. The highway used to be powered by... Read More » Mazda MX-5 with 1UZ V8 Pistonhead Productions launches their powerful diesel 1990 Mazda Miata drift train on Gridlife. A few months ago they held a crowdfunded campaign to raise enough money... Read More » Mazda Miata with Cummins 4BT Page 9 MT Motorsport in
Ontario, Canada has just issued their new swap kit for this Page 10 Page 11 Page 12 Watch Miata engine exchange with LS2 walking down a rock tribe in 12.32 moments. Source: LS1Tech Page 13 Nathan Sumner has spent his life appreciating automotive achievements and while in college decided it was time to train his own performance project. He
decided... Read More » Swaptastic's LS1 Miata View Full Version : Turbo VS Swap Hydroboy35th4 October 2016, 04:36I assumes I'll just start another thread on this topic because I kinda feel like I'm being worn on a turbosource post. For me personally, it will come down to what can be controlled by the stock drivetrain before things like engine in-house or
transmission retraining are played out. If it can only make the upper 200's before it starts to break I will swap. I don't want to spend $7k on a turbo kit just for recovery and ask for another $3k in engine rebuilding/ etc. October OVTune4, 2016, 05:02Good fortunes make a reliable swap, working for $10k or even double. Unless you don't want any electronics to
work. I'd like to put A VQ37VHR in an ND... but alone is Matth3w4's October 2016 nightmare, 10:37Hydro, I think this is a good thread to have. Like you, and I know we're discussing this at IG, I want to do swaps. I look like this - for the main power option you have three options. 1. Force stock induction/plug in 2.0 motors. 2. LFX switching. 3. V8 swaps.
Someone I spoke to I brought another option, a 2.5L turbo swap from the CX-9 SUV, but I only listed options that are now available (and frankly the LFX swap hasn't really been fully available yet). At first I thought all about the V8 swap, but I thought the changes would be so drastic that it wouldn't be like driving Miata again, whereas LFX is a lot of HP, but I
think it's still like Miata. My concerns about turbo are heat and long-term degradation of parts as cited by Ryan Passey in the NB/NA LFX thread. Turbosource says there's no problem with the heat, so that's good. I'm not so adept at engine exchanges, and I know from some local people experience at least from the V8 into an NB perspective, they're always
working through issues. One of my friends here has had a V8 in NB all the time I live here, and he doesn't have at Autocross because I think at least two years because he's still working. This will lead me to want to have someone more professionally change it, and have a new engine, not used (you get a guarantee that way). That being said, I know LFX from
the V8R is an engine with 3-6k miles, and everything is cumbersed. So even LFX is not a brand new. V8R will give you credit for your purchase if you leave them with your stock items, but generally speak so far now they expect the top teen price range to turnkey them. They are also located in New Jersey, which might add thousands of dollars at a price for
me, either in their shipments of my car or driving out there and flying back and forth. Now I'm torn between LFX and turbo, and as long as the turbo can make around 250whp or more reliable, I think it's going to be cheaper to go turbo and I might go that route. That's about what LFX made, about 300hp to the crank. I can live with a difference of 20th or more.
The other issue I saw with the swap was it would be harder to get support because it wasn't made for the car. For example if you want a new recruit or would you like to buy some new parts, such as forced induction on the road, will that part fit under the hood? Who will update the song? What engine management they are I have no idea, maybe that's a
simple solution ... October 4, 2016, 10:45I think you're trashing the wrong tree with this platform. There are reasons miata flying is changed throughout the drivetrain from the ND for their V8 exchange. Lowering 200 WHP is a fast and fun car in the car as light as an ND, if you want more then things will get more complicated. and you can say goodbye to the ,
and the most modern comfort such as working AC, there are no more heating issues, damaging weight distribution, modifying the chassis, and custom of everything. As stated 10k wont even come close unless you decide to go with a carbohat V8 and even then you still have to wire all the gauges/clusters if you want the luxury nonsense I mean. swaps aren't
as easy as people seem to think there's more to them then just erase the engine into the bay and tapping channels in place. Matth3w4 October 2016, 14:38Not 100% what you get and or who you refer to. LFX is also a full drivetrain exchange. PBPod4 October 2016, 23:52Over 40 years ago I did engine swaps and major modifications to the engines that
came in the car. I'll tell you the latter is easier if you're not a serious mechanic and have access to a well-equipped garage. We're lucky that we have companies like Flyin' Miata and V8 Roadsters to pioneer swap kits. That said, it's still a major surgery for DIY mechanics. Swaps look good in pictures, easily said or write about, but it's hard to do. Headers,
exhaust, songs, and even turbo kits, if well done can be achieved with hand tools and ultimately cost a fraction of the swap price. How fast should you go? Wrentch5 October 2016, 05:38Save your money and getting the most naturally aspiring Z06 car can handle a 50% increase in hp/tq. For reference.... El Fez5 October 2016, 07:46If considering engine
exchange, please do some reading in the Engine Conversions ( . There's not much in the way the ND stuff is anymore other than a thread at ND FM but many NC and previous swap threads will give you some ideas about cost and complexity. If looking for something other than an LS installation, you'll chart a new territory. And as others point out, if $10k
makes you flinch, don't go anymore. As I've noticed over the years in the swap section, select the HP number you want to reach and budget in that direction. Starting with a non-specific goal usually ends with incomplete results. BigBoyND5 October 2016, 09:25Save your money and getting the most naturally aspiring Z06 cars can handle a 50% increase in
hp/tq. For reference.... Why Z06? I prefer turnkey FM V8 ND over Z06 at the same price. It is 2,500 lbs while Z06 weighs 3,600 lbs. I can't think of any car going to be light/fast as a V8 ND while still maintaining DD comfort Turbosource5 October 2016, 10:56So how you plan to take care of oem function intact ( dash, safety, ABS, stability control and others)?
Speaking from the first-hand experience of doing V8s swaps in other cars, the CARAnya has more money to do correctly than most people are aware of. Matth3w5 October 2016, 11:00So how do you design to keep all OEM functions intact (dash, safety, ABS, stability control and others)? Speaking from from Experience doing v8s swaps in other cars, its
CARA is more money to do properly than most people realize. I think the assumption is, at least on my part, that the queue lock will interface that stuff with CAN. That being said, I'm all but decided to go with your turbo instead because I knew I could do it myself. PBPod5 October 2016, 11:39I think if you want to go fast and keep most of the MX-5 personality
and function in tactics, the turbo makes the most bang for the dollar sense. Getting there also has the lowest cost of response and risk. You have two basic options with turbo mode. Option A, keep the engine stock, run great songs and low boosts. Or Option B, change your rotating installation, run a great song, and a higher boost. Mill stock turbo cars are
increasingly between about 147 and 178 hp per litre on cranks this year. I think a safe and reliable option A ND can make between 240 and 270 hp on wheels when all final configuration and tuning is done. Option B ND will go from 270 places to more power than driving trains can handle. I've seen two litres of road driven turbo cars make more than 800-
1,000 hp. Then it's time for something like trans Quaife and Kamaro pumpkin. unk5775 October 2016, 12:19Hydro, Now I'm torn between LFX and turbo, and as long as the turbo can make around 250whp or so reliable, I think it's going to be cheaper to go turbo and I might go that route. That's about what LFX made, about 300hp to the crank. I can live with a
difference of 20th or more. Only for reference V8R LFX has put 305whp and I believe the tork is around 280lbft in their NB with just a song. Their NB/LFX is one of the best cars I have ever driven. Love to check back, have a flat torx curve, and still be light and nimble. LFX is the way I'm going to go on ND As far as turbo goes I know some stores are pushing
development and before too long we'll know the drivetrain capacity. Finally you have to decide on how much power you want and what sacrifices you are willing to make to get there namely: weight, balance, driving ability, reliability, etc. As far as budget goes it's a little harder to compare turbos to swaps. After the initial cost of turbo setup there is always
more costs that are not necessarily recognised in front of namely: premium fuel, tuning time to get it right, wear and tear on drivetrain, etc. And almost every owner of a turbo car knows when you're getting used to power, it's hard to resist turning on the boost get that feeling again. It's a violent circle. Where as the entire drivetrain swap route is converted out
using the OEM parts designed to operate in heavier vehicles, so they end up at the other end of the spectrum are under less pressure than they designed for. Everyone is different, should figure out what works for you October 2016, 13:03I agrees with your eyes it's also about twice as expensive and I can't do it myself. :( PBPod5 October 2016, 17:31They
Flyin' Miata and V8 Roadster swaps are first class. I think it's a writer for Road & Track that says V8 Miata FM is one of the best cars ever tested roads, or something to impact that. I think I read the ND needs less cutting to give room for LS3, but it's a major undertaking. For me it's one of those kids' projects not to try this at home. I don't have $$$ $ to have
Keith do it. If I can stop investing all my money in business maybe I can afford a turbo kit in the next few quarters. Under no circumstances would I want to give developers the opportunity to dial the kit more fully and let some of my brothers on the forum become early practitioners and keep my ears to the ground for something that will grow rapidly. At the
same time I was surprised how satisfied I was with the stock drive train. Me and my wife only spent our 50th birthday taking a play-chasing turn with our best friend couple Jag F Type S new with 380 HP V6. We sometimes exchanged cars. We are in the mountains around Frisco CO and perform about 230 miles of twisty bits. The little ND is surprisingly good.
My last track car had more than 500 hp. Never had it on the dyno. I don't think I want more than about 220-240 at the wheel for an ND. vBulletin® v3.8.10, Copyright ©2000-2021, vBulletin Solutions, Inc. Inc.
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